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Abstract
A Hybrid Systems Approach to Tracking Control for a Fully Actuated Walking
Bipedal Robot
by
Brendan E. Short
We model a three-link fully actuated biped as a hybrid system, and propose a prediction-based
control algorithm for global tracking of reference trajectories, with nominal robustness to per-
turbations, in order to track a periodic gait in finite time. Our hybrid model consists of contin-
uous dynamics that describe the bipedal motion in between the impacts where both feet are in
contact with the ground, which we consider to be a discrete event. The proposed control strat-
egy consists of a reference system that generates the desired periodic gait, a virtual system that
generates a suitable reference trajectory using prediction, and a tracking control law that steers
the biped to the virtual trajectory. The proposed algorithms achieves, in finite time, tracking in
two steps. We present mathematical properties that define how the hybrid predictive controller
is capable of achieving convergence to the reference within the first two steps. Additionally, we
validate our results through numerical simulations.
viii
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Mechanical systems with impacts have trajectories with intervals of continuous flow and in-
stants where discrete changes occurs. These systems are classified by their intertwined contin-
uous and discrete dynamics, which can be difficult to model using classical methods due to this
complex behavior. Controller design for such systems is also challenging due to discrete jumps
at unknown times, for which conventional control approaches are not applicable. Modeling
systems with impacts as hybrid systems provides a way to describe the non-smooth behavior,
and allows for the implementation of hybrid controllers. Hybrid controllers have the advantage
of being able to perform discrete tasks while supplying a continuous input.
A biped is typically modeled as a mechanical system with impacts that occur at the end of
each walking step. During each step, one leg is planted while the other is swinging forward
towards the next impact. Both feet are briefly in contact with the surface during the transition
into the next step. There are numerous biped models available in literature [3],[4],[13],[15],[17],
and control strategies based on trajectory tracking methods [11],[17]. These trajectory tracking
control strategies rely on either pre-computed trajectories [13] or trajectories computed online
[12], [16]. In this paper, we pursue a novel approach to trajectory tracking control for fully
actuated bipeds that uses an additional “virtual trajectory” generated using prediction of the
dynamics to steer the biped state to a given reference. The reference is generated based on
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the desired periodic gait defining a hybrid limit cycle. The virtual trajectory is generated by a
hybrid algorithm with state variables that are reset to values that, according to the prediction of
the future hybrid trajectories of the biped, guarantee tracking of the given reference trajectory, in
finite time. The prediction of the hybrid trajectories of the biped relies on properties of solutions
established analytically. With the proposed control strategy, the controller is able to steer the
biped to track reference trajectories by relying only on the measurements of the limb angles
and velocities. We show that convergence is achieved after the first two steps have occurred,
regardless of the initial conditions of the system of the biped. The modeling and control design
techniques we introduce in this paper can be extended to other complex systems, such as bipeds
with more joints and variable walking characteristics.
The remainder of this document is organized as follows. In Chapter 2 we introduce a model
of a three-link biped using the hybrid inclusions framework presented in [1]. In Chapter 3
we propose methods to generate trajectories for a given periodic gait, and a hybrid control
algorithm to track the generated trajectories in finite time. Simulations are provided in Chapter
4 to support our claims.
2
Chapter 2
Hybrid System Model of a Biped
The three-link biped in Figure 1 is modeled as a hybrid system to describe the continuous
and discrete dynamics of the system. The movement of the legs and torso during each step is
described by the continuous dynamics of the model, while the discrete dynamics describe the
instantaneous change that occurs upon the impact at the end of each step. At all times, one of
the legs is the planted leg while the other is the swing leg, and they switch roles upon each step.
2.1 State Variables, Inputs, and Parameters
To define a mathematical model of the fully actuated biped system, we introduce the state x,
the input u, and parameters γ as follows: The state component vector x is comprised of the angle
vector θ, which contains the planted leg angle θp, the swing leg angle θs, and torso angle θt ;
the velocity vector ω, which contains the planted leg angular velocity ωp, the swing leg angular
velocity ωs, and the torso angular velocity ωt .
The input u is the input torque, where up is the torque applied on the planted leg from the
ankle, us is the torque applied on the swing leg from the hip, and ut is the torque applied on
the torso from the hip 1. The vector of parameters γ contains the constants that describe the
characteristics of the system, namely, the leg length ``, the torso length `t , the leg mass m`, the
1The under-actuated case of this model can be obtained by removing the input ut .
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Figure 2.1: Diagram of the state, input, and parameters of the biped model. The step angle and
torso angle are measured from the same locations as θp and θt , respectfully.
hip mass mh, the torso mass mt , the gravity constant ρ, the step angle φs, the torso angle φt , and
the walking speed v. The parameter space Γ is the set of all valid parameters, and is defined as
Γ :=
{
γ∈R9 :``, `t ,m`,mt ,mh,ρ,v>0,0< φs< pi2 ,−
pi
2
< φt<
pi
2
}
. (2.1)
X :=
{
x ∈ R6 : −pi
2
< θp <
pi
2
}
. (2.2)
2.2 Hybrid Dynamics of the Walking Biped
The dynamics of the biped are defined by a flow map FP and a jump map GP with flow set
CP and jump set DP, respectively. The flow map FP is a mapping that describes the continuous
4
behavior of the biped. The flow set CP is a subset of the state space containing all states where
a step is not occurring. This set is defined to capture the state conditions when the leg swings.
The jump map GP is a mapping that defines the discrete dynamics that occur upon the impact at
each step. The jump set DP is a subset of the state space containing the states where an impact
occurs. With these definitions, a model of the biped is given by the hybrid system
HP

x˙ = FP(x,u) (x,u) ∈CP×R3
x+ = GP(x) x ∈ DP
Solutions to the system given an input u, denoted φ, are defined on hybrid time domains and are
parameterized by flow time t and jump index j; see [1] for more details on solutions to hybrid
systems.
2.2.1 Impact Conditions Modeled as the Jump Set
Jumps occur when the planted leg has reached the step angle such that both feet are in contact
with the ground. To determine if the biped has reached the end of a step, we define the function
h as
h(x) := φs−θp ∀x ∈ X . (2.3)
When h(x) = 0, the angle of the planted leg has reached the step angle. A step will occur if
the change of h is such that θp is approaching φs, and h equals zero. Thus, the jump set DP is
defined as
DP := {x ∈ X : h(x) = 0,ωp ≥ 0 } . (2.4)
This derivation originates from DP := {x ∈ X : h(x) = 0,〈∇h(x),FP(x,u)〉 ≤ 0 }where FP(x,u)
is the flow map defined later in (2.11). It follows from 〈∇h(x),FP(x,u)〉=−ωp that the condi-
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tion 〈∇h(x),FP(x,u)〉 ≤ 0 holds when the planted leg approaches the step angle with a nonneg-
ative angular velocity ωp.
2.2.2 Swing Conditions Modeled by the Flow Set
The flow set is a subset of the state space containing all of the states where the biped is
evolving continuously, which is given by
CP := {x ∈ X : h(x)≥ 0 } . (2.5)
When h(x) ≥ 0, the planted leg angle is less than or equal to the step angle, indicating that the
state is between steps (or at the end of the step) since the planted leg angle transitions from
negative to positive. Points x such that h(x) = 0 are included to have a closed flow set, which,
in particular, will ensure well-posedness ofHP (see [1]), along with other conditions.
2.2.3 Continuous Dynamics of the Biped
The continuous dynamics of x = (θ,ω) come from the Lagrangian method [3]. It follows
that,
θ˙= ω (2.6)
D f (θ)ω˙+C f (θ,ω)ω+G f (θ) = Bu (2.7)
6
where D f ,C f ,G f , are the inertial, Coriolis, and gravity matrices, given by
D f (θ) =

(5
4 m`+mh+mt
)
`2` −12 m``2`cps mt```tcpt
−12 m``2`cps 14 m``2` 0
mt```tcpt 0 mt`2t
 ,
C f (θ,ω) =

0 −12 m``2`spsωs mt```tsptωt
1
2 m``
2
`spsωp 0 0
−mt```tsptωp 0 0
 ,
G f (θ) =

−12ρ(2mh+3m`+2mt)`` sinθp
1
2ρm``` sinθs
−ρmt`t sinθt
 ,
where
sp j = sin(θp−θ j) ∀ j ∈ {s, t} ,
cp j = cos(θp−θ j) ∀ j ∈ {s, t} ,
s j = sinθ j ∀ j ∈ {p,s, t} ,
c j = cosθ j ∀ j ∈ {p,s, t} ,
(2.8)
and B is the actuator effect matrix2.
B =

−1 0 −1
0 −1 −1
1 1 1
 . (2.9)
2The under-actuated case is modeled by omitting the third column; see [3]
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Solving this expression for ω˙ yields the angular accelerations of each limb, given by 3
α(x,u) = D f (θ)−1 (−C f (θ,ω)ω−G f (θ)+Bu) . (2.10)
Equations (2.6) and (2.7) are used to define the flow map FP, which is given by
FP(x,u) :=
 ω
α(x,u)
 . (2.11)
2.2.4 Discrete Dynamics of the Biped
The changes of x at jumps are defined by the jump map GP. Following [3], when a step
occurs, we swap the leg angles and velocities so that the swing leg becomes the planted leg,
and the planted leg becomes the swing leg. Thus, a transformation matrix T is defined to swap
angle and velocity variables accordingly:
T (v3) =

0 1 0
1 0 0
0 0 1
v3 ∀v3 ∈ R3. (2.12)
Then, the angles after a step are mapped according to
θ+ = T (θ). (2.13)
After a step, the angular velocities are determined by a contact model that requires the full five
degrees of the robot (instead of three degrees during the swing phase), which is achieved by
including the Cartesian coordinates of the planted leg [3]. An auxiliary state vector x˜ consisting
3D f (θ) is invertible for all θ ∈ R3, see A.0.1.
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of the state angle vector and Cartesian position of the planted leg is defined as
x˜ =
θ
ζ
 , (2.14)
which leads to the model of the form [3]
Dg(x˜) ¨˜x+Cg(x˜, ˙˜x) ˙˜x+Gg(x˜) = B(x˜)u+δFext , (2.15)
where B is given in (2.9) and 4
Dg(θ) =

M 5
4
`2` −12 m``2`cps mt```tcpt M 32 ``cp −M 32 ``sp
−12 m``2`cps 14 m``2` 0 −12 m```cs 12 m```ss
mt```tcpt 0 mt`2t mt`tct −mt`tst
M 3
2
``cp −12 m```cs mt`tct M2 0
−M 3
2
``sp 12 m```ss −mt`tst 0 M2

,
with the definitions from (2.8) and
Mρ = ρm`+mh+mt ∀ρ ∈
{
3
2
,
5
4
}
,
where ˙˜x+ is the velocity just after the impact and ˙˜x− is the velocity just before the impact. δFext
represents the external forces acting on the robot at the contact point(s). Following [6], we
assume that 1) the impact takes place over an infinitesimally small period of time; 2) the external
forces during the impact can be represented by impulses; 3) impulsive forces may result in an
instantaneous change in the velocities of the generalized coordinates, but the positions remain
continuous; and 4) the torques supplied by the actuators are not impulsive. By “integrating”
4Cg,Gg not shown because they cancel out and are not present in the final expression, see (2.16)
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(2.15) over the “duration” of the impact, we obtain
Dg(θ)( ˙˜x+− ˙˜x−) = Fext , (2.16)
where Fext :=
∫ t+
t δFext(τ)dτ is the result of integrating the contact impulse over the impact
duration [3]. To solve for the unknown angular velocities after the step, two additional sets
of equations describing what happens at the end of the swing leg are defined. The first set of
additional equations comes from computing the external force, which is the force acting at the
end of the swing leg. Since the planted leg is assumed to break contact with the ground, only the
external force at the end of the swing leg need to be considered [6]. Let ϒ denote the Cartesian
coordinates of the end of the swing leg, namely
ϒ(x) =
ϒx(x)
ϒy(x)
=
 ζx+ `` sinθp− `` sinθs
ζy+ `` cosθp− `` cosθs
 .
Then,
Fext = E(θ)>
FT
FN
 , (2.17)
where
E(θ) :=
∂ϒ(x)
∂x˜
=
 `` cosθp −`` cosθs 0 1 0
−`` sinθp `` sinθs 0 0 1
 ,
and FT and FN are the unknown tangential and normal forces acting upon the swing foot.
The other additional set of equations is obtained from the condition that the swing leg does
10
not rebound nor slip at impact [3], namely
d
dt
ϒ(x) =
∂ϒ
∂x˜
˙˜x+ = 0,
or, equivalently
E (θ) ˙˜x+ = 0. (2.18)
The set of equations given in (2.16) and (2.18) define a single valued map5 x 7→ η(x˜) that
determines the angular velocities after a step. It is given by
η(x˜) :=
η : η= T ( ˙˜x+θ ),
Dg(θ)( ˙˜x+− ˙˜x−)
E (θ) ˙˜x+
=
Fext
0

 , (2.19)
where T ( ˙˜x+θ ) is the change in limb angles after an impact, which are the new angular velocities,
given by
Ω(x) =

Ωp(x)
Ωs(x)
Ωt(x)
 , (2.20)
where Ωp,Ωs, and Ωt are the angular velocities of the planted leg, swing leg, and torso, respec-
5Refer to [3] for proof that η is a single-valued mapping.
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tively, and are given in (2.21)6.
Ωp(x) =
4mhωp cos(θp−θs)−m`ωs+2m`ωp cos(θp−θs)+2mtωp cos(θp−θs)−2mtωp cos(θp+θs−2θt)
4mh+3m`+2mt −2m` cos(2θp−2θs)−2mt cos(2θs−2θt) ,
Ωs(x) =
ωp
(
4mh+3m`− sin2 (θp−θs)(8mh+8m`+4mt)+4mt sin2 (θp−θt)
)
+m`ωs
(
4sin2
(
θp
2 − θs2
)
−2
)
4mh+m`+4m` sin2(θp−θs)+4mt sin2(θs−θt)
,
Ωt(x) =
`tωt (4mh+3m`+2mt −2m` cos(2θp−2θs)−2mt cos(2θs−2θt))+2``ωp cos(θp−θt)(mh+m`+mt)
`t (4mh+3m`+2mt −2m` cos(2θp−2θs)−2mt cos(2θs−2θt))
+
−2``ωp (cos(θp−2θs+θt)(mh+m`+mt)− ``m`ωp cos(2θs−3θp+θt)+ ``m`ωs cos(θs−θt))
`t (4mh+3m`+2mt −2m` cos(2θp−2θs)−2mt cos(2θs−2θt)) .
(2.21)
Equations (2.13) and (2.20) lead to the jump map
GP(x) :=
T (θ)
Ω(x)
 ∀x ∈ DP. (2.22)
2.2.5 Hybrid Model of the Biped
The complete hybrid systemHP is defined as
HP

x˙ =
 ω
α(x,u)
=: FP(x,u) (x,u) ∈CP×R3
x+ =
T (θ)
Ω(x)
=: GP(x) x ∈ DP
where CP is given in (2.5) and DP is given in (2.4).
6Code for the derivations can be found at https://github.com/HybridSystemsLab/HybridThreeLinkBiped
within the subfolder AngularVelocityDerivations. Running the script angularVelocityDerivations.m will produce
each expression.
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Chapter 3
Hybrid Feedback Control for Finite Time
Tracking
In this section, we propose a hybrid control strategy that achieves convergence of the state of
the biped HP to a reference trajectory of the desired periodic gait in two steps. The proposed
controller consists of three components: a reference system Hr, a virtual system Hz, and the
physical system HP, which is the biped itself given in Section 2.2.5. Our hybrid predictive
control strategy guarantees that the virtual system Hz tracks the reference trajectory generated
byHr, and that the plantHP tracks the virtual trajectory generated byHz, in finite time.
3.1 Basic Properties of Solutions toHP
The reference system Hr generates periodic solutions for HP to converge to. Using predic-
tion, the virtual system computes the trajectory that will cause the second step (or impact) to
occur simultaneously with that of the reference. This is done using the same values of θ and ω
(as the reference) immediately before the impact occurs, ensuring that the θ and ω components
of the solutions to HP to converge to those of Hr after the second step occurs. To design these
reference trajectories, we determine solutions that describe the evolution of the system over the
course of a single step. We refer to these solutions as “single-step” solutions. The input torques
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that produce an acceleration a for a specified state x are determined by a function (according to
(2.10)) µ, defined as
µ(x,a) = B−1 (D f (θ)a+C f (θ,ω)ω+G f (θ)) (3.1)
The following lemma demonstrates the process in which a “single-step” solution is defined
for a given set of initial and final conditions within the state space, and a nonzero step time.
Lemma 3.1.1 Given xi ∈CP, x f ∈ DP, and t+ ∈ R>0, where
xi =
θi
ωi
 x f =
θ f
ω f

there exist constants B0,B1 given byB0
B1
=β(xi,x f , t+) :=
β0(xi,x f , t+)
β1(xi,x f , t+)
 :=
 −2t2+ (3(θi−θ f )+ω f t++2ωit+)
1
t3+
(12(θ f −θi−ωit+)−6t+ (ω f −ωi))
 (3.2)
which are determined by xi,x f , t+ such that the functions t 7→ φ f (t) and t 7→ µ f (t) where
φ f (t) =
θ(t)
ω(t)
 , µ f (t) = µ(φ f (t),a(t)) (3.3)
define the state trajectory and control input of a “single step” solution (φ f ,µ f ) to the flow
equation of HP; namely, x˙ = FP(x,u),(x,u) ∈CP×R3: for each t ∈ [0, t+], where µ is given in
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(3.1), φ f and µ f in (3.3) are defined by
θ(t) = θi+ωit+
1
2
B0t2− 16B1t
3 (3.4)
ω(t) = ωi+B0t− 12B1t
2 (3.5)
a(t) = B0−B1t (3.6)
Proof If φ f is a single-step flow solution to HP, then by the definition of a solution in [1], the
following conditions must hold:
θ(t) = θi+ωit+ 12 B0t
2− 16 B1t3
ω(t) = ωi+B0t− 12 B1t2
 ∀t ∈ [0, t+] (3.7)
φ f (0) ∈CP∪DP =CP∪DP; (3.8)
φ f (t) ∈CP ∀t ∈ (0, t+)
φ˙ f (t) = FP(φ f (t),µ(φ f (t),a(t))) ∀t ∈ (0, t+)
(3.9)
when the solution time equals the given step time t = t+. Condition (3.7) is verified analytically
by substituting the symbolic expressions from (3.2) into (3.4) and (3.5):
θ(t) = θi+ωit+
1
2
1
t2+
(−2(3(θi−θ(t))+ω(t)t++2ωit+)) t2
−1
6
1
t3+
(12(θ(t)−θi−ωit+)−6t+ (ω(t)−ωi)) t3 = θ(t)
ω(t) = ωi+
1
t2+
(−2(3(θi−θ(t))+ω(t)t++2ωit+)) t
−1
2
1
t3+
(12(θ(t)−θi−ωit+)−6t+ (ω(t)−ωi)) t2 = ω(t)
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Condition (3.8) is verified using the definition of CP, which is
CP := {x ∈ X : h(x)≥ 0 } (3.10)
Any initial value chosen will have a planted leg angle θp ∈ (−φs,φs), thus h(x) ≥ 0 for any
φ f (0) and condition (3.8) holds. Condition (3.9) is verified analytically as follows. First by
substitution we get:
dφ f (t)
dt
=

ωi+B0t− 12 B1t2
B0−B1t
0
= FP(φ(t),µ f (φ f (t)))
=

ω(t)
D−1f (θ(t))(−C f (θ(t),ω(t))ω(t)−G f (θ(t))+D f (θ(t))a(t)+C f (θ(t),ω(t))ω(t)+G f (θ(t)))
0

=

ω(t)
a(t)
0
=

ωi+B0t− 12 B1t2
B0−B1t
0

Second, since the step angle φs is a positive constant, the planted leg angle θp is initially −φs,
and the final planted leg angle is never greater than φs, h(x) will always be greater than or equal
to zero. Thus, φ f (t) ∈CP for each t ∈ (0, t+) and (3.9) holds. 
A hybrid limit cycle (see Section IV of [8] for more details about hybrid limit cycles), which
defines the desired periodic walking gait, is a solution to HP with an input assigned such that
the state immediately before the swing phase starts and after a step occurs are the same. That
is, the jump map evaluated at the final state x f is equal to the initial state xi. These states, which
are referred to as the initial and final limit cycle states, determine the trajectory of the hybrid
limit cycle. Given a set of parameters γ, the following lemma demonstrates the methodology
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for computing the initial and final states of the hybrid limit cycle.
Lemma 3.1.2 Given the parameters γ and defining the step time t+ as
t+ = tstep(γ) :=
2`` sinφs
v
, (3.11)
there exist initial and final angular velocities ωi,ω f of the initial and final limit cycle states,
xi and x f , respectively, which are determined by solving the system of equations obtained from
(3.4), (3.5) with t = t+ with unknown variables ωi,ω f where
θi =

−φs
φs
φt
 and θ f =

φs
−φs
φt
 ,
assign the initial state components of xi and final state components x f . In particular, the un-
knowns ωi and ω f are given by
ωi =Ω(x f ) =Ω

θ f
ω f

 , (3.12)
where
ω f = ωi+ t+B0− 12 t
2
+B1 (3.13)
and
B0 = β0 (GP (x f ) ,x f , t+)
B1 = β1 (GP (x f ) ,x f , t+) ,
where Ω is defined in (2.20), β0 and β1 are defined in (3.2). More precisely, in terms of the
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parameters γ, the unknowns ωi and ω f are given by 1.
ωpi =
ωnpi(γ)
ωdpi(γ)
ωsi =
ωnsi(γ)
ωdsi(γ)
ωti =
ωnti(γ)
ωdti(γ)
ωp f =
ωnp f (γ)
ωdp f (γ)
ωs f =
ωns f (γ)
ωds f (γ)
ωt f =
ωnt f (γ)
ωdt f (γ)
(3.14)
where
ωnpi(γ) = 6φs(4mh+m`−8mhs(φs)2−4m`s(φs)2−4mts(φs)2+4mts(φt)2)
ωdpi(γ) = t+(12mh−3m`−16mhs(φs)2−8mts(φs)2+8mts(φt)2+4m`s(2φs)2+4mts(φs+φt)2)
ωnsi(γ) =−(6φs(4m`s(φs)2−7m`−4mh−4mts(φs−φt)2+8mhs(2φs)2+8m`s(2φs)2+4mts(2φs)2)
1Code to verify these expressions can be found at https://github.com/HybridSystemsLab/
HybridThreeLinkBiped using /Code/AngularVelocityDerivations/angularVelocityDerivations.m
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ωdsi(γ) = t+(12mh−3m`−16mhs(φs)2−8mts(φs)2+8mts(φt)2+4m`s(2φs)2+4mts(φs+φt)2)
ωnti(γ) = 2``φs(8m2hc(φs−φt)−8m2hc(3φs+φt)+3m2`c(φs−φt)−6m2`c(3φs+φt)+m2`c(5φs+φt)
+2m2`c(7φs+φt)+6m
2
t c(φs−φt)−2m2t c(φs+3φt)−6m2t c(3φs+φt)−5m2`c(3φs−φt)
−3m2`c(5φs−φt)+2m2`c(7φs−φt)+m2`c(9φs−φt)+2m2t c(5φs+3φt)−m2`c(φs+φt)
+8mhm`c(φs−φt)−16mhm`c(3φs+φt)+2mhm`c(7φs+φt)+14mhmtc(φs−φt)
−2mhmtc(φs+3φt)−14mhmtc(3φs+φt)+10m`mtc(φs−φt)+2m`mtc(φs−3φt)
−12m`mtc(3φs+φt)+2m`mtc(5φs+φt)+3m`mtc(7φs+φt)−8mhm`c(3φs−φt)
−6mhm`c(5φs−φt)+2mhmtc(5φs+3φt)−4m`mtc(3φs−φt)+m`mtc(3φs−3φt)
+m`mtc(3φs+3φt)−4m`mtc(5φs−φt)+2m`mtc(5φs+3φt)−4mhm`c(φs+φt)
−m`mtc(φs+φt))
ωdt f (γ) = `tt+(8mhm`+16mhmt +4m`mt +32m
2
hc(2φs)−4m2`c(4φs)+2m2`c(8φs)+12m2t c(2φs)
−12m2t c(2φt)−8m2t c(2φs+2φt)+4m2t c(2φs+4φt)−4m2t c(4φs+2φt)+2m2t c(4φs+4φt)
+16m2h−m2` +6m2t +16mhm`c(2φs)−16mhm`c(4φs)−8mhm`c(6φs)+32mhmtc(2φs)
+8m`mtc(2φs)−8m`mtc(4φs)−4m`mtc(6φs)−24mhmtc(2φt)−12m`mtc(2φt)
−16mhmtc(2φs+2φt)−8mhmtc(4φs+2φt)+4m`mtc(2φs−2φt)−4m`mtc(2φs+2φt)
+4m`mtc(4φs−2φt)+4m`mtc(4φs+2φt)+4m`mtc(6φs+2φt))
ωnp f (γ) = 6φs(4mh−5m`+8m`s(φs)2+4m`s(2φs)2+4mts(φs+φt)2)
ωdp f (γ) = t+(12mh−3m`−16mhs(φs)2−8mts(φs)2+8mts(φt)2+4m`s(2φs)2+4mts(φs+φt)2)
ωns f (γ) = 6φs(16mhs(φs)
2−11m`−20mh+8m`s(φs)2+8mts(φs)2−8mts(φt)2−8mts(φs−φt)2+
16mhs(2φs)2+12m`s(2φs)2+8mts(2φs)2−4mts(φs+φt)2)
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ωds f (γ) = t+(12mh−3m`−16mhs(φs)2−8mts(φs)2+8mts(φt)2+4m`s(2φs)2+4mts(φs+φt)2)
ωnt f (γ) =−(4``φs(8m2hc(φs−φt)−8m2hc(3φs+φt)+3m2`c(φs−φt)−6m2`c(3φs+φt)+m2`c(5φs+φt)
+2m2`c(7φs+φt)+6m
2
t c(φs−φt)−2m2t c(φs+3φt)−6m2t c(3φs+φt)−m`mtc(φs+φt)
−5m2`c(3φs−φt)−3m2`c(5φs−φt)+2m2`c(7φs−φt)+m2`c(9φs−φt)+2m2t c(5φs+3φt)
−m2`c(φs+φt)+8mhm`c(φs−φt)−16mhm`c(3φs+φt)+2mhm`c(7φs+φt)
+14mhmtc(φs−φt)−2mhmtc(φs+3φt)−14mhmtc(3φs+φt)+10m`mtc(φs−φt)
+2m`mtc(φs−3φt)−12m`mtc(3φs+φt)+2m`mtc(5φs+φt)+3m`mtc(7φs+φt)
−8mhm`c(3φs−φt)−6mhm`c(5φs−φt)+2mhmtc(5φs+3φt)−4m`mtc(3φs−φt)
+m`mtc(3φs−3φt)+m`mtc(3φs+3φt)−4m`mtc(5φs−φt)
+2m`mtc(5φs+3φt)−4mhm`c(φs+φt))
ωdt f (γ) = `tt+(8mhm`+16mhmt +4m`mt +32m
2
hc(2φs)−4m2`c(4φs)+2m2`c(8φs)+12m2t c(2φs)
−12m2t c(2φt)−8m2t c(2φs+2φt)+4m2t c(2φs+4φt)−4m2t c(4φs+2φt)+2m2t c(4φs+4φt)
+16m2h−m2` +6m2t +16mhm`c(2φs)−16mhm`c(4φs)−8mhm`c(6φs)+32mhmtc(2φs)
+8m`mtc(2φs)−8m`mtc(4φs)−4m`mtc(6φs)−24mhmtc(2φt)−12m`mtc(2φt)
−16mhmtc(2φs+2φt)−8mhmtc(4φs+2φt)+4m`mtc(2φs−2φt)−4m`mtc(2φs+2φt)
+4m`mtc(4φs−2φt)+4m`mtc(4φs+2φt)+4m`mtc(6φs+2φt))
with the condition
γ ∈
{
γ ∈ Γ : ωdqp(γ) 6= 0 ∀q ∈ {p,s, t} , p ∈ {i, f}
}
(3.15)
that ensures ωi and ω f are well defined
Proof To obtain these expressions for ωi and ω f in (3.12) and (3.13), we write the system of
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equations from (3.14) in the form Ax = b
A(γ)

ωpi
ωsi
ωti
ωp f
ωs f
ωt f

= b(γ) (3.16)
where
A(γ) =

1 A12 0 A14 A15 0
A21 1 0 A24 A25 0
A31 A32 1 A34 A35 1
2 0 0 1 0 0
0 2 0 0 1 0
0 0 2 0 0 1

b(γ) =

B11
B21
B31
B41
B51
0

and
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A12 =
4m`
32mhs(φs)2−7m`−12mh+16m`s(φs)2+16mts(φs)2−16mts(φt)2+4m`s(2φs)2+4mts(φs+φt)2
A14 =
(2s(φs)2−1)(12mh+6m`+6mt)−6mt(2s(φt)2−1)
32mhs(φs)2−7m`−12mh+16m`s(φs)2+16mts(φs)2−16mts(φt)2+4m`s(2φs)2+4mts(φs+φt)2
A15 =
(3m`
32mhs(φs)2−7m`−12mh+16m`s(φs)2+16mts(φs)2−16mts(φt)2+4m`s(2φs)2+4mts(φs+φt)2
A21 =
−(4(4mh+3m`+4mts(φs−φt)2−8mhs(2φs)2−8m`s(2φs)2−4mts(2φs)2)
4mh+9m`−16m`s(φs)2+4m`s(2φs)2+4mts(φs+φt)2
A24 =
−(3(4mh+3m`+4mts(φs−φt)2−8mhs(2φs)2−8m`s(2φs)2−4mts(2φs)2)
4mh+9m`−16m`s(φs)2+4m`s(2φs)2+4mts(φs+φt)2
A25 =
−(6m`(2s(φs)2−1)
4mh+9m`−16m`s(φs)4+4mts(φs+φt)2
A31 =
−(4``(m`c(5φs−φt)−2mhc(φs−φt)+2mhc(3φs+φt)−2m`c(φs−φt)
+2m`c(3φs+φt)−2mtc(φs−φt)+2mtc(3φs+φt))
3`t(4mh+3m`+2mt −2m`c(4φs)−2mtc(2φs+2φt))
A32 =
4``m`c(φs+φt)
3`t(4mh+3m`+4mt −2m`c(4φs)−4mtc(φs+φt)2)
A34 =
−(``(m`c(5φs−φt)−2mhc(φs−φt)+2mhc(3φs+φt)−2m`c(φs−φt)
+2m`c(3φs+φt)−2mtc(φs−φt)+2mtc(3φs+φt))
`t(4mh+3m`+2mt −2m`c(4φs)−2mtc(2φs+2φt))
A35 =
(``m`c(φs+φt)
`t(4mh+m`−4mt(c(φs+φt)2−1)−4m`(c(2φs)2−1))
B11 =
−12φs(4mh+3m`−8mhs(φs)2−4m`s(φs)2−4mts(φs)2+4mts(φt)2)
t+(32mhs(φs)2−7m`−12mh+16m`s(φs)2+16mts(φs)2−16mts(φt)2+4m`s(2φs)2+4mts(φs+φt)2))
B21 =
(12φs(4m`s(φs)2−5m`−4mh−4mts(φs−φt)2+8mhs(2φs)2+8m`s(2φs)2+4mts(2φs)2)
t+(4mh+9m`−16m`s(φs)2+4m`s(2φs)2+4mts(φs+φt)2))
B31 =
−(4``φs(m`c(5φs−φt)+m`c(φs+φt)−2mhc(φs−φt)+2mhc(3φs+φt)
−2m`c(φs−φt)+2m`c(3φs+φt)−2mtc(φs−φt)+2mtc(3φs+φt))
`tt+(4mh+3m`+2mt −2m`c(4φs)−2mtc(2φs+2φt)))
B41 =
(6φs)
t+
B51 =
−(6φs)
t+
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If the matrix A is invertible, then there exists a solution to (3.16) of the form

ωpi
ωsi
ωti
ωp f
ωs f
ωt f

= A−1(γ)b(γ)
We can prove A is invertible by computing the determinant for a given set of parameters and
verifying that it is nonzero. If the determinant is nonzero, the inverse of A is given by
A−1 =

A−111 A
−1
12 0 A
−1
14 A
−1
15 0
A−121 A
−1
22 0 A
−1
24 A
−1
25 0
A−131 A
−1
32 −1 A−134 A−135 1
A−141 A
−1
42 0 A
−1
44 A
−1
45 0
A−151 A
−1
52 0 A
−1
54 A
−1
55 0
A−161 A
−1
62 2 A
−1
64 A
−1
65 −1

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where
A−111 =
−2A25−1
2A12A24−A12A21−2A25+2A15A21−4A15A24+A14(4A25−2)+1
A−112 =
−A12−2A15
2A12A24−A12A21−2A14+2A15A21−4A15A24+A25(4A14−2)+1
A−114 =
A25+ A12A212 −A15A21− 12
2A12A24−A12A21−2A25+2A15A21−4A15A24+A14(4A25−2)+1)+ 12
A−115 =
−A15−A12A25
2A12A24−A12A21−2A25+2A15A21−4A15A24+A14(4A25−2)+1
A−121 =
−A21−2A24
2A12A24−A12A21−2A14+2A15A21−4A15A24+A25(4A14−2)+1
A−122 =
−A25(4A14−2)−2A14+1
(2A25−1)(2A12A24−A12A21−2A25+2A15A21−4A15A24+A14(4A25−2)+1)
A−124 =
A24−A14A21
2A14+2A25+A12A21−2A12A24−2A15A21−4A14A25+4A15A24−1
A−125 =
A25−A15A21−2A14A25+2A15A24
2A14+2A25+A12A21−2A12A24−2A15A21−4A14A25+4A15A24−1
A−131 =
A31−2A34−A21A32+2A21A35+2A24A32−2A25A31−4A24A35+4A25A34
2A12A24−A12A21−2A25+2A15A21−4A15A24+A14(4A25−2)+1
A−132 =
−A32−2A35−A12A31+2A12A34−2A14A32+2A15A31+4A14A35−4A15A34
2A14+2A25+A12A21−2A12A24−2A15A21−4A14A25+4A15A24−1
A−134 =
−A31−A21A32+2A21A35−2A25A31
2(2A25−1)
−(2A25+A12A21−2A15A21−1)(A31−2A34−A21A32+2A21A35+2A24A32−2A25A31−4A24A35+4A25A34)
2(2A25−1)(2A12A24−A12A21−2A25+2A15A21−4A15A24+A14(4A25−2)+1)
A−135 =
(A15−A12A25)(A31−2A34−A21A32+2A21A35+2A24A32−2A25A31−4A24A35+4A25A34)
(2A25−1)(2A12A24−A12A21−2A25+2A15A21−4A15A24+A14(4A25−2)+1)− A35−A25A322A25−1
A−141 =
4A25−2
2A12A24−A12A21−2A25+2A15A21−4A15A24+A14(4A25−2)+1
A−142 =
2A12−4A15
2A12A24−A12A21−2A25+2A15A21−4A15A24+A14(4A25−2)+1
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A−144 =
−2A25+A12A21−2A15A21−1
2A12A24−A12A21−2A25+2A15A21−4A15A24+A14(4A25−2)+1
A−145 =
(2A15−2A12A25
2A12A24−A12A21−2A25+2A15A21−4A15A24+A14(4A25−2)+1
A−151 =
2A21−4A24
2A12A24−A12A21−2A25+2A15A21−4A15A24+A14(4A25−2)+1
A−152 =
−2(2A14−1)
2A14+2A25+A12A21−2A12A24−2A15A21−4A14A25+4A15A24−1
A−154 =
−2(A24−A14A21)
2A14+2A25+A12A21−2A12A24−2A15A21−4A14A25+4A15A24−1
A−155 =
2A14+A12A21−2A12A24−1
2A14+2A25+A12A21−2A12A24−2A15A21−4A14A25+4A15A24−1
A−161 =
−2A31−4A34−2A21A32+4A21A35+4A24A32−4A25A31−8A24A35+8A25A34
2A12A24−A12A21−2A25+2A15A21−4A15A24+A14(4A25−2)+1
A−162 =
2(A32−2A35−A12A31+2A12A34−2A14A32+2A15A31+4A14A35−4A15A34)
2A14+2A25+A12A21−2A12A24−2A15A21−4A14A25+4A15A24−1
A−164 =
2(A34−A14A31−A24A32+2A24A35−2A25A34−A12A21A34+A12A24A31+A14A21A32
2A14+2A25+A12A21−2A12A24−2A15A21−4A14A25+4A15A24−1
−2A14A21A35+2A14A25A31+2A15A21A34−2A15A24A31)
2A14+2A25+A12A21−2A12A24−2A15A21−4A14A25+4A15A24−1
A−165 =
2A35−A15A31−2A14A35+2A15A34−A25A32−A12A21A35+A12A25A31+A15A21A32+2A12
2A14+2A25+A12A21−2A12A24−2A15A21−4A14A25+4A15A24−1
+A24A35−2A12A25A34+2A14A25A32−2A15A24A32
2A14+2A25+A12A21−2A12A24−2A15A21−4A14A25+4A15A24−1

Given the system parameters γ and the calculated limb angular velocities, we define the initial
and final limit cycle states, denoted x∗i ,x
∗
f , respectively, and determine the trajectory constants,
denoted B∗0,B
∗
1, using (3.2), of the single-step solution that defines a limit cycle:
x∗i =
θ∗i
ω∗i
 ,x∗f =
θ∗f
ω∗f
 ,B∗ =
B∗0
B∗1
= β(x∗i ,x∗f , tstep) (3.17)
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where
θ∗i =

−φs
φs
φt
 θ∗f =

φs
−φs
φt
 ω∗i =

ωpi
ωsi
ωti
 ω∗f =

ωp f
ωs f
ωt f

These expressions for x∗i and x
∗
f can be verified using (3.4) and (3.5) to confirm that, from x
∗
i ,
the resulting limb angles and velocities at time tstep match those of x∗f , from where the jump
map GP leads to x∗i = GP(x
∗
f ).
Lemma 3.1.3 Given the system parameters γ and x∗i ,x∗f , B∗0,B∗1, tstep given in (3.17) and (3.11),
the following solution pair (φ∗,µ∗) forHP
φ∗(t, j) =
 θ∗i +ω∗i τ(t, j)+ 12 B∗0τ(t, j)2− 16 B∗1τ(t, j)3
ω∗i +B∗0τ(t, j)− 12 B∗1τ(t, j)2
, (3.18)
µ∗(φ∗(t, j)) = µ(φ∗(t, j),a∗(t, j)), (3.19)
is such that φ∗ defines a hybrid limit cycle O given by
O := {φ∗(t, j) : (t, j) ∈ dom φ∗}
for each (t, j) ∈ dom φ∗, where
dom φ∗ = ∪ j∈N ([ jtstep,( j+1)tstep]×{ j}) ,
(t, j) 7→ τ(t, j) is the ordinary time elapsed since the beginning of the current step, given by
τ(t, j) = t− jtstep,
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and
a∗(t, j) = B∗0−B∗1τ(t, j) (3.20)
both for each (t, j) ∈ dom φ∗(t, j), and with µ given in (3.1).
Proof If φ∗ is a hybrid limit cycle solution toHP, then the following conditions must hold
φ∗(0,0) ∈CP∪DP; (3.21)
∀ j ∈ N such that I j := {t : (t, j) ∈ domφ∗ } has a nonempty interior
φ∗(t, j) ∈CP ∀t ∈ intI j
φ˙∗(t, j) = FP(φ∗(t, j),µ∗(φ∗(t, j))) for almost all t ∈ I j;
(3.22)
∀(t, j) ∈ domφ∗ such that (t, j+1) ∈ domφ∗
φ∗(t, j) ∈ DP
φ∗(t, j+1) ∈ GP(φ∗(t, j));
(3.23)
Since φ∗ is periodic, the state immediately after each jump is always equal to the initial state of
the first step, and the state immediately before a jump occurs is always equal to the final state
of the first step
φ∗(t, j+1) = x∗i
φ∗(t, j) = φ∗(tstep,0)
Thus, if (3.22) and (3.23) hold for all t ∈ [0, tstep], j = 0, they hold for all t,∈ I j. Condition
(3.21) holds after every jump due to (3.23) and φ∗(0,0) satisfies (3.21).
CP∪DP ⊂X
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Condition (3.22) holds because for all t ∈ [0, tstep), j = 0
φ∗(t, j) ∈CP
since the limb angles for φ∗(t, j) are bounded by the set angles of the system parameters γ,
which define CP, and
φ˙∗(t, j) = FP(φ∗(t, j),µ∗(φ∗(t, j)))
which is verified analytically as follows:
dφ∗(t, j)
dt
=
[
ωi+B0τ(t, j)− 12 B1τ(t, j)2B0−B1τ(t, j)
]
= FP(φ∗(t, j),µ∗(φ∗(t, j))) =
=
 ω
D−1f (θ)(−C(θ,ω)ω−G(θ)+D f (θ)a∗(t, j)+C(θ,ω)ω+G(θ))

=
 ω
a∗(t, j)
=
ωi+B0τ(t, j)− 12 B1τ(t, j)2
B0−B1τ(t, j)

Condition (3.23) holds because when t = tstep, φ∗(t, j) has reached the final state of the limit
cycle and
φ∗(tstep,1) = GP(φ∗(tstep,0)).
Therefore
φ∗(tstep,0) ∈ DP
φ∗(tstep,1) ∈ GP(φ∗(tstep,0))
After establishing that
φ∗(t,0) ∈ O t ∈ [0, tstep]
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we can conclude that φ∗ satisfies the definition of hybrid limit cycle. 
3.2 Problem Statement and Control Strategy
With the above construction, we consider the following control problem:
Problem ?: Given a reference trajectory r design an algorithm guaranteeing that every solution
toHP converges to the reference trajectory r.
To solve it we propose the following hybrid control algorithm, which uses a reference and a
virtual system for prediction:
Algorithm to Solve Problem ?:
At each impact of the bipedHP that occurs at the end of each step:
Step 1) Predict the time duration until the next impact time of the reference, denoted by ∆τ.
This impact time will be the time of the next reference impact if that impact will occur in less
than half of the total step time, otherwise it will be the time of the reference impact. This time
is called the impact-to-track time.
Step 2) Predict the initial and final limit cycle states, x∗i and x∗f , which are the beginning and
end states of the desired walking gait. 2
Step 3) Using the state of HP immediately after the step, and the final limit cycle state x∗f ,
compute the trajectory coefficients B∗0,B
∗
1 required to induce a virtual trajectory that will arrive
at the final limit cycle state x∗f at the impact-to-track time ∆τ.
Step 4) Store the coefficients B∗0,B∗1 from Step 3 in the virtual system to generate a solution that
will be tracked byHP. In between impacts, controlHP with a feedback law that tracks the state
of the virtual system.
2This step does not need to be repeated if the biped characteristics do not change with time, but for the purpose
of robustness, our algorithm performs this task recurrently.
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Hclκ(x,z) x
r
HP
HrHz
Figure 3.1: A diagram illustrating the control strategy. The full closed-loop hybrid system Hcl
consists of the biped HP and the virtual system Hz, which performs tracking. The reference
is generated externally, and is independent from Hcl . The virtual system tracks the reference
systemHr and the biped tracks the virtual system, resulting in the biped indirectly tracking the
reference system.
3.3 Generating the Reference Trajectory
We generate the reference trajectory by defining a system whose solution remains in a hybrid
limit cycle, which is denoted O and defines the desired periodic walking gait that HP will
converge to. This is achieved by defining a hybrid system Hr, given by a copy of HP with
two additional states used by the control law to produce the trajectory. The reference state r is
defined as
r =

rx
rτ
rB
 (3.24)
where rx is the biped state, rB is the trajectory coefficient vector, and rτ is the time elapsed since
the beginning of the current step.
Then given a desired periodic walking gait specified by x∗i , x
∗
f as the initial and final states,
and coefficients B∗0,B
∗
1, leading to a hybrid limit cycle O, any initial condition r(0,0) in it leads
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to rx in O. Then,Hr is defined as
Hr

r˙ =

FP(rx,κr(r))
1
0
 (rx,κr(r)) ∈CP×R3
r+ =

GP(rx)
0
β(x∗0,x∗f , tstep)
 rx ∈ DP
(3.25)
where κr is the control law that produces the signal necessary to generate the trajectory that
remains in O, and is defined as
κr(r) = µ(rx,(rB0 + rB1rτ)))
3.4 Generating the Virtual Trajectory
We implement the control algorithm outlined in Section 3.2 as a hybrid controller, which
is also a copy of HP with two additional states used by the control law to produce the virtual
trajectory. The virtual system also uses the final limit cycle state x∗f to compute trajectories at
each impact. The virtual state z is defined as
z =

zx
zτ
zB
 (3.26)
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where zx is the biped state, zτ is the time elapsed since the beginning of the current step, and zB
is the trajectory coefficient vector. The flows ofHz are given by
z˙x = FP(zx,κz(z))
z˙τ = 1
z˙B = 0
 (zx,κz(z)) ∈CP×R
3 (3.27)
where κz is the control law that produces the signal necessary to generate the desired trajectory,
and is defined as
κz(z) = µ(zx,(zB0 + zB1zτ)) (3.28)
The impacts ofHz occur when the biped state x is in DP, and are given by
zx+ = GP(x)
zτ+ = 0
zB+ ∈ κB(GP(x),r)
 x ∈ DP (3.29)
where x is the state of the biped HP, r is the state of the reference system Hr, and κB is a map
that recomputes the trajectory coefficients using Steps 3 and 4 of the proposed algorithm. The
impact-to-track time described in Step 1 is denoted by ∆τ, which is defined as
∆τ(r) :=

tstep− rτ if rτ < tstep2
{tstep− rτ,2tstep− rτ} if rτ = tstep2
2tstep− rτ if rτ > tstep2
 (3.30)
This map predicts the impact-to-track time, as described in step one of the proposed control
algorithm in Section (3.2). This is done to ensure that HP does not attempt to converge too
rapidly, and to ensure that the time will be nonzero. With the final limit cycle state x∗f from
Lemma 3.1.2, the initial virtual biped state zx, and the impact-to-track time is determined by
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(3.30), we are able to compute coefficients that define the trajectory following Lemma 3.1.1.
These coefficients are determined by (3.2) from Lemma 3.1.1. Then, we define κB as
κB(x,r) = β(x,x∗f ,∆τ(r)) (3.31)
which is set valued.
3.5 Closed-Loop Hybrid System
The closed-loop system resulting from controlling HP with the virtual system Hz can be
written as the following hybrid system, which we denote byHcl , with state space Xcl :=R15 (it
includes the biped state x and the virtual state z):
Hcl

x˙
z˙
=

FP(x,κ(x,z))
FP(zx,κz(z))
1
0


(x,κ(x,z)) ∈CP
x+
z+
 ∈

GP(x)
GP(x)
0
κB(GP(x),r)


x ∈ DP
(3.32)
where κ is the control law for HP, which is designed so that the trajectories of HP track the
trajectories ofHz (discussed in Section 4), and κB is the set-valued mapping that determines the
trajectory coefficients as defined in (3.31). The fact that the hybrid closed-loop system Hcl in
(5.2) is well-posed by construction implies that its solution set has good structural properties,
in particular, in the presence of small perturbations.
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Chapter 4
Main Results
In this section, we present the main resultsof the closed-loop system Hcl , namely, we show
that the hybrid predictive control strategy ensures that HP tracks the reference trajectories.
Moreover, we numerically validate the hybrid model proposed in Section 2 and the hybrid con-
troller proposed in Section 3 through simulations. This section also presents the open-source
software package we have developed that implements these proposed models and controllers.
4.1 Nominal Properties
Finite-time 0-tracking is defined as when the error between the biped state and the reference
system trajectory is zero. The following result shows that the virtual system Hz is able to
guarentee finite-time 0-tracking between the reference Hr and the plant HP. Finite-time 0-
tracking is achieved when the error between the state of a system and the virtual trajectory is
zero at some finite time T ≥ 0 (see p.177 of [2] for a formal defintion of 0-tracking).
Proposition 4.1.1 For each reference trajectory r generated from Hr, each initial condition
of the virtual system zx(0,0) ∈ CP, zτ(0,0) = 0, zB(0,0) = β(zx(0,0),x∗f , t1) for some initial
step duration t1 ∈ (0, tstep] of Hz in (3.29), where tstep is given in (3.11), each solution to Hz
is bounded, and its θ and ω components finite-time 0-track the θ and ω components of the
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reference system r; that is, the difference between the θ and ω components of the virtual system
and reference system are zero after the second impact occurs, and remain at zero for all future
time.
With the property guaranteed by Proposition 4.1.1, next we show that the trajectories of the
plantHP converge to those of the virtual systemHz in finite time.
Proof This claim follows from the construction of the update law κB, which is designed so
that the biped component of solutions to Hz converge to the reference system trajectory by the
time the second virtual system impact occurs. Following Lemma 3.1.1, for any initial state
zx(0,0) ∈CP of the virtual systemHz, initial step duration t1 ∈ [0, tstep], and final state x∗f , there
exists a trajectory defined by a single-step solution to Hz of the form (3.3). The coefficient
vector that describes this trajectory is determined by (3.2) with initial state zx(0,0), final state
x∗f , and step duration t1, and is the initial trajectory component zB = β(zx(0,0),x∗f , t1) of the
virtual systemHz. The complete initial state z(0,0) of the virtual systemHz is given by
zx(0,0) ∈CP
zτ(0,0) = 0
zB(0,0) = β(zx(0,0),x∗f , t1) where t1 ∈ (0, tstep]
(4.1)
This constraint on the initial state z(0,0) is required to ensure that the virtual system produces
a trajectory reaches the desired final state x f at the initial step time t1. We do not allow any
arbitrary zτ(0,0) and zB(0,0) outside of this constraint, as it would result in a trajectory that will
not reach the desired final state x f at the initial step time t1, and likely not reach any final state
in the jump set. Following Theorem 4.1.2 (discussed below), we assume that the state of the
external biped x is able to 0-track the virtual system by the time the first impact occurs. More
specifically, the external biped state remains in the flow set during the interval t ∈ [0, t1) and is
equal to the biped component of the virtual system (x = zx) at time t1. From this assumption, it
follows that an impact will occur at time t1 if the biped state component of the virtual system is
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in the jump at that time zx(t1,0) ∈DP. It then follows that the virtual system with initial state as
defined in (4.1) will have an impact that occurs at t1 since zx(t1,0) = x∗f and x
∗
f ∈DP. When the
first impact occurs, the control law κB causes the trajectory coefficient component of the virtual
state to be recomputed to produce a trajectory that reaches a final state of x∗f over a duration
such that this final state will be reached at the same time the reference system is reaching the
final state of its current step trajectory. From the assumption that the external biped state x is
able to 0-track the biped component of the virtual state, it follows that after the first impact
occurs, the external biped state is equal to the biped component of the virtual state, and will
remain equal for all future time x(t, j) = zx(t, j) ∀t ≥ t1, j ≥ 1. It then follows that the second
impact will occur when the biped component of the virtual state reaches zx(t2,1) = x∗f , which
will occur at the same time as the biped component of the reference state has reached the final
state of its current step trajectory rx(t2, j) = x∗f ,rτ(t2, j) = tstep∀ j ≥ 0. Thus, since the biped
components of the virtual and reference system state are equal when the second virtual impact
occurs zx(t2,1) = rx(t2, j) = x∗f , and a reference impact occurs at t2, the biped components
of both systems are equal after the impact zx(t2,2) = rx(t2, j+ 1) = GP(x∗f ) = x
∗
i . After the
second virtual step occurs, the trajectory coefficient component of the virtual state zB(t2,2)
computed by the control law κB is equal the trajectory coefficient component of the reference
state zB(t2,2) = rB(t2, j+1)∃ j≥ 0. This is true because the trajectory coefficients are computed
using the same initial state, final state, and step duration, which can be verified analytically
zB(t2,2) = κB(GP(x),r) = κB(GP(zx),r) = κB(GP(rx),r) = κB(GP(x∗f ),r)
= κB(x∗i ,r) = β(x
∗
i ,x
∗
f δτ(r)) = β(x
∗
i ,x
∗
f , tstep) = rB(t2, j+1) (4.2)
Additionally, the trajectory timer components of the virtual and reference state are equal af-
ter the second virtual impact occurs as both are reset to zero. Thus, since all components of
the virtual and reference system are equal after the second virtual step occurs, the virtual and
reference states are equal after the second virtual step occurs z(t2,2) = r(t2, j) ∃ j ≥ 0. After
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the second impact occurs, the dynamics of the virtual and reference system are also identical,
causing both states to remain equal for all figure time. This is due to the input control law κz
of the virtual system, which produces the same input vector as the input control law κr of the
reference system when both states are equal z = r, and the assumption that the external biped
state continues to 0-track the biped component of the virtual state, meaning all future virtual and
reference impacts occur simultaneously. We can verify this analytically by evaluating the flow
map of each system after the second impact occurs to show that both states change continuously
at the same rate. After the second impact occurs, both flow maps produce the same value z˙ = r˙:
z˙B = 0 = r˙B
z˙τ = 1 = r˙τ
z˙x = κz(z) = µ(zx,(zB0 + zB0zτ) = µ(rx,(rB0 + rB0rτ)) = κ(r) = r˙x (4.3)
With both systems having the same state and exhibiting the same continuous dynamics, both
will generate the same trajectory after the second virtual impact occurs due to the uniqueness of
each solution. Because of this, both biped components will simultaneously reach the same final
state x∗f , at which an impact occurs and both biped components will map back to x
∗
i . Since this
behavior continues for all following steps, the virtual and reference systems will simultaneously
generate the trajectory that defines the hybrid limit cycle for every after the second virtual impact
has occurred. Thus the virtual system is able to achieve 0-tracking the reference system by the
second virtual impact. 
To this end, let e1 := θ− zxθ and e2 := ω− zxω , where θ,zxθ and ω,zxω are the angle and ve-
locity components of the biped and biped component zx of the virtual system state, respectively.
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Using (5.2), the resulting error dynamics are then given by
e˙1 = θ˙− z˙xθ = ω− zxω = e2
e˙2 = ω˙− z˙xω = α(x,u)− (zB0 + zB1zτ)
where α is the acceleration of the plant HP from (2.10), and zB0 + zB1zτ is the acceleration of
the virtual system Hz. The input u is assigned to the feedback law κ, which is to be designed.
A particular choice of κ to accomplish tracking between x and z is given by
κ(x,z) = µ(x,zB0 + zB1zτ− k1(θ− zxθ)− k2(ω− zxω))
where k1,k2 ∈ R+. Then, with the control input u = κ(x,z), it follows that
e˙1 = e2 e˙2 =−k1e1− k2e2 (4.4)
Theorem 4.1.2 There exist k1,k2 ∈ R such that for each initial condition x(0,0), zx(0,0) ∈CP,
zτ(0,0) = 0, zB(0,0) = β(zx(0,0),x∗f , t1) for some initial step duration t1 ∈ (0, tstep] of Hcl in
(5.2), and each reference system trajectory r generated fromHr, the θ and ω components of the
plant x of Hcl finite-time 0-tracks the θ and ω components of the virtual system z; that is, the
θ and ω components of the plant converge to those of the virtual system after the first impact
occurs, and remain identical for all future time.
Proof This claim can be verified by showing that the biped state converges to the biped com-
ponent of the reference state by the time the first impact occurs, and remains converged with
the reference for all future time. Initially, the guidance system computes trajectory coefficients
that produce a trajectory that reaches the desired final state x∗f over a given initial step dura-
tion. Since the control law κz only steers the biped component of the reference trajectory along
until this final state zx = x∗f is reached, and then holds the component at that value by pro-
ducing the torques necessary to achieve zero acceleration. With the biped component of the
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virtual system remaining constant at the desired impact state, the plant state can achieve finite
time convergence with the biped component of the reference system, even if it is not able to
do so by the time the virtual state reaches the final trajectory state. We can prove that this
convergence will occur by looking at the error system, which defines the error dynamics. Let
e1i := xθi− zxθi ,e2i = xωi− zxω∀i ∈ {p,s, t} where xθi ,zxθi and xωi ,zxωi are the angle and velocity
components of the biped and virtual system, respectively. The resulting error dynamics of each
limb are then given by
e˙1i = x˙θi− z˙xθi = xωi− zxωi = e2i
e˙2i = x˙ωi− z˙xωi = ai− (zB0i + zB1izτ)
∀i ∈ {p,s, t}
where ai is the calculated acceleration for the specified limb
The dynamics of the error in 4.4 reduce to
e˙1i
e˙2i
=
 0 1
−k1 −k2

e1i
e2i

where the eigenvalues of
 0 1
−k1 −k2
 are
λ1i =−k22 −
√
k22−4k1
2
λ2i =
√
k22−4k1
2
− k2
2
When k1 and k2 are both positive values, the real part of λ1i and λ1i for every limb will always
be negative, thus by selecting k1,k2 > 0 the error system of each limb converges towards zero,
and e1i = 0,e2i = 0. More specifically, the biped state converges to the biped component of
the virtual state in finite time. Let t1 denote the time at which the first impact occurs for Hcl ,
ie. x(t1,0) ∈ DP, which implies zx(t1,0) ∈ DP since the biped component of the virtual state
remains constant at the final state of its trajectory zx ∈ DP due to the control law κz. With
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a fixed set point zx, and finite time convergence, the plant state will have sufficient time to
converge with the biped component of the reference system regardless of the convergence rate.
When convergence is achieved, the first impact occurs, and the plant state is equal to the biped
component of the virtual system due to the dynamics of the flosed loop system.
Thus, the error system of each limb is equal to zero after the first impact occurs e1i = 0,e2i.
With the error equal to zero, the control law κ generates an input torque for the plant equal to
that of the virtual system
κ(x,z) = µ(x,a) = µ(x,zB0 + zB1zτ− k1(xθ− zxθ)− k2(xω− zxω))
= µ(x,zB0 + zB1zτ) = µ(zx,zB0 + zB1zτ) (4.5)
thus, the continuous dynamics of the plant and the virtual biped are also the same
x˙ = FP(x,u) = FP(x,µ(zx,zB0 + zB1zτ)) = FP(zx,µ(zx,zB0 + zB1gsτ)) = z˙x (4.6)
Since both states will remain identical during the second step, they will also both reach the
final trajectory state simultaneously. After the second step occurs, both states remain identical
due dynamics of the closed loop system, which compute the next virtual system state using the
plant state zx = GP(x). With convergence achieved during the first step due to the dynamics of
the closed loop system, and the trajectories of both systems remaining identical after the first
impact, we have shown that the plant state of the closed loop system is able to converge with
the virtual system after the first step occurs, and maintain the convergence for all future time.
Thus, the plant state is able to achieve 0-tracking after the first step has occurred, and maintain
convergence for all future time.

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4.2 Simulations
Figures 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4 depict a few of the simulation results. The solid blue line
corresponds to the trajectory of the physical system, the green dashed line to the virtual system,
and the dotted red line to the reference system. Figures 4.1 and 4.2 depict the closed-loop
system converging with the reference at the first reference impact, and Figure 4.3 depicts the
closed-loop system converging with the reference at the second reference impact. Figure 4.4
shows the behavior of 10 biped systems with randomized initial conditions over the first two
steps.
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Figure 4.1: Simulation results showing biped states where the closed-loop and reference sys-
tems converge on the first reference step because the initial step times are the same. Parameters:
`` = 1, `t = 1,mt = 1,mh = 1,m` = 1,φs = 0.5,v = 0.5,φt = 0.5,k1 = 2000,k2 = 100 Initial
conditions: x0 = [−0.2 0.2 0.2 0 0 0], zx0 = [−0.2 0.2 0.2 0 0 0], and initial step time
t0 = tstep
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Figure 4.2: Simulation results showing biped states where the closed-loop and reference
systems converge on the first reference step because the first virtual step occurs when the
reference is less than half way through the first step. Parameters: `` = 1, `t = 1,mt =
1,mh = 1,m` = 1,φs = 0.5,v = 0.5,φt = 0.5,k1 = 2000,k2 = 100 Initial conditions: x0 =
[−0.2 0.2 0.2 0 0 0], zx0 = [−0.2 0.2 0.2 0 0 0], and initial step time t0 = tstep−1.2
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Figure 4.3: Simulation results showing biped states where the closed-loop and reference sys-
tems converge on the second reference step because the first virtual step occurs when the
reference is more than half way through the first step. Parameters: `` = 1, `t = 1,mt =
1,mh = 1,m` = 1,φs = 0.5,v = 0.5,φt = 0.5,k1 = 2000,k2 = 100 Initial conditions: x0 =
[−0.2 0.2 0.2 0 0 0], zx0 = [−0.2 0.2 0.2 0 0 0], and initial step time t0 = tstep− .8
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Figure 4.4: Simulation results showing biped states for 10 biped systems with ran-
domized initial conditions to demonstrate closed-loop convergence with reference re-
gardless of feasible initial condition. Parameters: `` = 1, `t = 1,mt = 1,mh =
1,m` = 1,φs = 0.5,v = 0.5,φt = 0.5,k1 = 2000,k2 = 100 Initial conditions: x0,zx0 ∈
[[−0.3,0] [0, .3] [−.3, .3] [−.3, .3] [−.3, .3] [−.3, .3]], and initial step time t0 ∈ []tstep −
.3, tstep−1.8] 45
Chapter 5
Perturbed and Constrained Model
In this section we extend the model proposed in Section (2) to include actuator constraints
and perturbations to the system.
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5.1 Bounding the Input Torques
To bound the input torques, a few modificiations need to be made. First, the maximum torque
value vector needs to be added to the parameter vector
γ=

`t
``
m`
mh
mt
g
φs
φt
v
umax

(5.1)
Multiple maximum values can be added if the actuators have different limitations. Next, a
torque limitation set needs to be defined and substituted for R3 in the flow map. The input
bounding set is the range of torque values for each control inputs, which contains all values
between the negative and positive maximum torque. The input torque can be unbounded by
setting the maximum torque to infinity. The input bounding set Up is defined
Up :=
{
u ∈ R3 : |ui| ≤ umax∀i ∈ 1,2,3
}
(5.2)
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and the flow map is redefined
FP(x,u) :=

ω
D−1f (θ)(−C f (θ,ω)ω−G f (θ))
0
+

0
D−1f (θ)Bu
0
 ∀(x,u) ∈CP×UP (5.3)
Finally, a torque bounding function is defined and applied to the control law κ to get the cor-
rected input. A bounding function Ξ(u) limits the three torques of the input vector
Ξ(u) =

σ(u1)
σ(u2)
σ(u3)
 σ(u) =
 τ if |u| ≤ umaxu|u|umax if |u|> umax
This bounding function is used to define a new control law κ˜P for the plant that produces a
bounded input vector:
κ˜P = Ξ(κP(x,z)) (5.4)
5.1.1 Perturbing the System
We emulate the biped walking on a sloped surface by adding a perturbation to the step angle.
Perturbations that cause the step angle to be less than its nominal value can be related to the
biped walking up an incline as the swing leg would impact earlier than expected, and vice versa,
when the step angle is greater than its nominal value. The step angle deviations caused by the
perturbation angles result in unknown variations to the anticipated impact times, which requires
the virtual system to adjust the trajectory of the following step to compensate.
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Figure 5.1:
The perturbation δ is used to define a new jump set DPδ
DP(δ) := {x ∈ X : h(x) = δ,ωp ≥ 0 } , (5.5)
where h(x)
h(x) := φs−θp ∀x ∈ X ,
This perturbation can be a constant value, however we define a system to randomize it to emulate
an uneven surface. To generate this perturbation, we define an additional hybrid system Hδ
with a state xδ that contains the value of the percentage change to the step angle as a decimal, ie
xδ ∈ (−1,1). The minimum and maximum percentage change that are possible are defined by
δmin and δmax, respectively. The hybrid systemHδ is given by
Hδ

x˙δ = 0 xδ ∈ R
x+δ ∈ [δmin,δmax] x ∈ DP := {x ∈ X : h(x) = xδ }
where x is the plant state. This hybrid system randomly generates a new perturbation angle
percentage every time that a plant step occurs.
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5.2 Extended Closed Loop System
The control law κ˜P given in (5.4) and jump set DPδ given in (5.5) are used to redefine the
closed loop systemHcl as
Hcl

x˙
z˙
=

FP(x, κ˜P(x,z))
FP(zx,κz(z))
1
0


(x, κ˜P(x,z)) ∈CP
x+
z+
 ∈

GP(x)
GP(x)
0
κB(GP(x),r)


x ∈ DPδ(δ)
where κz is the continuous control law that generates the inputs for the virtual system and κB is
the set-valued mapping that determines the trajectory coefficients as defined in (3.31).
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5.3 Simulations: Bounded Input
The following simulations were run with identical parameters and conditions but different
actuator constraints. The parameters and conditions used are as follows
`` = 1.0, `t = 1.0,mt = 1.0,mh = 1.0,m` = 1.0,ρ= 9.81,φs = 1.0,v = 1.0,φt = 1.0,k1 = 2000,k2 = 100
x0 =

−.2
.2
2
0
0
0

,zx0 =

−.4
.4
.4
0
0
0

,
with constraints of 5N•m,15N•m, and 25N. As one would expect, the robot is not be able to
walk correctly if the actuators are not strong enough. In Figure 5.2, the actuator constraint
is 5N•m and the robot falls to the directly to the ground immediately. With a constraint of
12.5N•m, shown in Figure 5.3 the biped still falls to the ground, but not as quickly or directly
as the 5N•m case. At 25N•m the biped is able to walk with some initial overshoot due to the
constraint, as can be seen in Figure 5.4 below. Figure 5.5 displays the simulation results of the
unconstrained system.
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Figure 5.2: Simulation of the constrained biped system with umax = 5N•m.
Figure 5.3: Simulation of the constrained biped system with umax = 12.5N•m.
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Figure 5.4: Simulation of the constrained biped system with umax = 25N•m.
Figure 5.5: Simulation of the constrained biped system with umax = ∞N•m.
5.4 Simulations: Bounded Input
The simulations shown in Figures 5.6, 5.7, and 5.8 have randomized step angle perturbations
that emulate an uneven walking surface to demonstrate the robustness guaranteed by our hybrid
predictive controller. The simulations shown in Figures 5.6 and 5.7 show the leg angles and
velocities of the closed-loop system with randomized perturbations applied to the step angle,
showing how the virtual system adjusts its trajectory to track the reference system with unknown
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perturbations of up to 15 and 30 percent of the step angle, respectively. Figure 5.8 displays the
simulation results of 10 biped systems with perturbations of up to 30 percent of the step angle,
demonstrating the robustness of the tracking.
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Figure 5.6: Simulation of the perturbed biped system with δmin =−.15 δmax = .15
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Figure 5.7: Simulation of the perturbed biped system with δmin =−.3 δmax = .3
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Figure 5.8: Simulation of the 10 perturbed biped systems with δmin =−.3 δmax = .3
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Chapter 6
Software
In this section, we present the simulation software package developed for this project. All of
the software is available at
https://github.com/HybridSystemsLab/HybridThreeLinkBiped
The repository contains the directories “BipedSimulator” and “Code”, which must not be moved
to operate correctly. The “BipedSimulator” directory contains the files that configure and op-
erate the biped simulator, which is discussed in the remainder of this section. The “Code”
directory contains a Matlab directory with files that perform various computations referenced
throughout the paper, and a “Java” directory which contains the implementation of all models
and data structures presented. The simulation package was developed with the JavaHyEQ pack-
age and is open source. Using the simulator does not require much programming knowledge
as it is operated with XML files that read somewhat like a document. XML is a markup lan-
guage designed to be interpreted by both humans and computers. Section 6.1 and Section 6.2
demonstrate how to operate and configure the simulator, respectively
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6.1 Running the Simulator
To run the simulator: open a terminal window, navigate to the BipedSimulator directory, and
enter
./runBipedSim.sh
This should produce the following menu:
kalman:HybridThreeLinkBiped beshort$ cd BipedSimulator/
kalman:BipedSimulator beshort$ ./runBipedSim.sh
[07:55:53.704][info] Initializing the JavaHyEQ Toolbox... [3/123 mB]
[07:55:57.197][info] Welcome to the JavaHyEQ Toolbox [231/521 mB]
select an operation by entering the corresponding character or integer index:
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Environment -> [c : clear] [e : execute] [f : open] [i : interrupt] [q : quit] [r : run]
[s : save]
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
[ 0 ] : application/generateBipeds_createAllBipedSystems.xml
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
[ 1 ] : application/generateFigure_LimbAngles1by3y.xml
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
[ 2 ] : application/generateFigure_LimbStates3by2.xml
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
[ 3 ] : application/generateFigure_LimbStates6by1.xml
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
[ 4 ] : application/generateFigure_LimbStatesAndPerturbations7by1.xml
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
>>>
Figure 6.1: simulatorMenu
The menu in the first bar contains operations for the environment, which can be selected by
entering the corresponding letter and any arguments.
c : clears the environment contents and data
e : execute a function by filename
f : open a saved environment from a file
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i : interrupt the simulation and retain data
q : quit the program
r : run the environment, has arguments t and j. To run the environment for 10 seconds and
20 jumps you would enter ”r -t 10 -j 20”
s : save the current environment to a file
Below the menu is a list of all the functions that can be performed by the application indexed
by number. Any of these functions can be performed by entering the corresponding number.
These functions perform the following tasks:
1. Generate the plant,virtual,reference, and perturbation systems as well as all other states
and parameters needed.
2. Generate a figure with the limb angles all in one row and three columns
3. Generate a figure with all of the limb states in three rows and two columns
4. Generate a figure with all of the limb states in six rows and one column
5. Generate a figure with all of the limb states and the perturbation percentage in seven rows
and one column
Each of the figure generation tasks will have a pop up dialog that will allow the figure to be
exported to a file. If the export is not wanted, click cancel in the dialog to continue. The
following code is an example of an input series that will generate a biped system, run the
environment for a time and jump threshold of 10 and 10, respectively, and then generate the
limb state 3 by 2 figure:
>>> 0
>>> r -t 10 -j 10
>>> 2
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6.2 Configuring the Simulator
The figure below displays the file structure of the simulator.
Figure 6.2: File structure of the simulator package. The files contained in the red boxes are
modified to configure the simulator.
The application directory contains files that define operations available to execute, which
populate the main menu. The runBipedSim.sh script initializes and launches the simulator. The
resources directory contains the chart renderer configuration, which customizes the color and
stroke of the plant, virtual, and reference system. The jheq.xml file defines how the JavaHyEQ
toolbox is used. The configuration directory contains the files that define the biped parameters
and each of the systems. The files boxed in red are modified to configure the simulator in the
following ways:
configuration/bipedParameters.xml : defines the parameters values of γ
configuration/plantSystem.xml : defines the physical plantHP
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configuration/virtualSystem.xml : defines the virtual systemHz
configuration/referenceSystem.xml : defines the reference systemHr
configuration/perturbationSystem.xml : defines the perturbation systemHδ
settings/environmentSettings.xml : defines how the environment will perform computations,
store data, and the default jump/flow thresholds
settings/consoleSettings.xml : configures what will be logged and printed to the console
The following sections display each one of these files, but with a modification that indicates
the intended fields to be edited. The lines that contain fields to be edited will begin with an
asterisks (*), that indicates it can be edited. Fields in an XML file are surrounded by an iden-
tifier, for example <string>field</string> indicates a string ”field”, where only ”field” should
be changed. More precisely, a field is changed by modifying the content between the iden-
tifiers, ie to change ”field” to ”newField” the old line: <string>field</string> would be up-
dated to <string>newField</string>. All numerical values have a random variable generator
<edu.ucsc.cross.hse.variable.RandomVariable> which will produce a value between <max>
and <min>. Setting <min> and <max> to the same values produces a non-random value.
Be careful when editing because any changes outside of the fields can potentially make the
file unreadable. Though it is possible to correct any errors, they can be difficult to locate, hence
the reason this section includes these files in their entirety with guidance. Note: if you do find
yourself with a problematic file, it is often easier to just recreate it. Also, do not copy and paste
these files directly from this document as the asterisks are not part of the syntax, all files should
be copied from the repository given at the beginning of Section 6.
6.2.1 configuration/bipedParameters.xml
The following xm file defines the values that will be used in the biped parameters.
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1 <edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.app.ObjectGenerator>
2 <baseStructureClass>biped.data.BipedParameters</baseStructureClass>
3 <variableMap>
4 <entry>
5 <string>hipMass</string>
6 <edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.RandomVariable>
7 * <max>1.0</max>
8 * <min>1.0</min>
9 </edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.RandomVariable>
10 </entry>
11 <entry>
12 <string>walkSpeed</string>
13 <edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.RandomVariable>
14 * <max>0.5</max>
15 * <min>0.5</min>
16 </edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.RandomVariable>
17 </entry>
18 <entry>
19 <string>gravity</string>
20 <edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.RandomVariable>
21 * <max>9.81</max>
22 * <min>9.81</min>
23 </edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.RandomVariable>
24 </entry>
25 <entry>
26 <string>stepAngle</string>
27 <edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.RandomVariable>
28 * <max>0.5</max>
29 * <min>0.5</min>
30 </edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.RandomVariable>
31 </entry>
32 <entry>
33 <string>stepTimeSet</string>
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34 <edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.RandomVariable>
35 <max>1.0</max>
36 <min>1.0</min>
37 </edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.RandomVariable>
38 </entry>
39 <entry>
40 <string>torsoAngle</string>
41 <edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.RandomVariable>
42 * <max>0.5</max>
43 * <min>0.5</min>
44 </edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.RandomVariable>
45 </entry>
46 <entry>
47 <string>legMass</string>
48 <edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.RandomVariable>
49 * <max>1.0</max>
50 * <min>1.0</min>
51 </edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.RandomVariable>
52 </entry>
53 <entry>
54 <string>useProperTorqueRelationship</string>
55 <edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.ClonableVariable>
56 <value class="boolean">false</value>
57 </edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.ClonableVariable>
58 </entry>
59 <entry>
60 <string>torsoLength</string>
61 <edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.RandomVariable>
62 * <max>1.0</max>
63 * <min>1.0</min>
64 </edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.RandomVariable>
65 </entry>
66 <entry>
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67 <string>legLength</string>
68 <edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.RandomVariable>
69 * <max>1.0</max>
70 * <min>1.0</min>
71 </edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.RandomVariable>
72 </entry>
73 <entry>
74 <string>torsoMass</string>
75 <edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.RandomVariable>
76 * <max>1.0</max>
77 * <min>1.0</min>
78 </edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.RandomVariable>
79 </entry>
80 </variableMap>
81 <filePathToLoadFrom>null</filePathToLoadFrom>
82 </edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.app.ObjectGenerator>
BipedSimulator/configuration/bipedParameters.xml
6.2.2 configuration/plantSystem.xml
The following xml file defines the physical plant, its initial state values, its control law con-
stants k1,k2 and actuator constraints umax
1 <edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.app.SystemGenerator>
2 <stateGen>
3 <baseStructureClass>biped.data.BipedState</baseStructureClass>
4 <variableMap>
5 <entry>
6 <string>system</string>
7 <edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.ClonableVariable>
8 <value class="biped.data.BipedSystem">PLANT</value>
9 </edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.ClonableVariable>
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10 </entry>
11 <entry>
12 <string>plantedLegAngle</string>
13 <edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.RandomVariable>
14 * <max>-0.2</max>
15 * <min>-0.2</min>
16 </edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.RandomVariable>
17 </entry>
18 <entry>
19 <string>swingLegVelocity</string>
20 <edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.RandomVariable>
21 * <max>0.0</max>
22 * <min>0.0</min>
23 </edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.RandomVariable>
24 </entry>
25 <entry>
26 <string>torsoAngle</string>
27 <edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.RandomVariable>
28 * <max>0.2</max>
29 * <min>0.2</min>
30 </edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.RandomVariable>
31 </entry>
32 <entry>
33 <string>plantedLegVelocity</string>
34 <edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.RandomVariable>
35 * <max>0.0</max>
36 * <min>0.0</min>
37 </edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.RandomVariable>
38 </entry>
39 <entry>
40 <string>torsoVelocity</string>
41 <edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.RandomVariable>
42 * <max>0.0</max>
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43 * <min>0.0</min>
44 </edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.RandomVariable>
45 </entry>
46 <entry>
47 <string>swingLegAngle</string>
48 <edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.RandomVariable>
49 * <max>0.2</max>
50 * <min>0.2</min>
51 </edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.RandomVariable>
52 </entry>
53 </variableMap>
54 <filePathToLoadFrom>null</filePathToLoadFrom>
55 <objectName>Plant</objectName>
56 </stateGen>
57 <paramGen>
58 <edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.app.ObjectGenerator>
59 <baseStructureClass>biped.control.PlantFlowController</baseStructureClass>
60 <variableMap/>
61 <filePathToLoadFrom>null</filePathToLoadFrom>
62 </edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.app.ObjectGenerator>
63 <edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.app.ObjectGenerator>
64 <baseStructureClass>biped.control.PlantFlowControlParameters</baseStructureClass>
65 <variableMap>
66 <entry>
67 <string>kTwo</string>
68 <edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.RandomVariable>
69 * <max>100.0</max>
70 * <min>100.0</min>
71 </edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.RandomVariable>
72 </entry>
73 <entry>
74 <string>constrainInput</string>
75 <edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.ClonableVariable>
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76 * <value class="boolean">false</value>
77 </edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.ClonableVariable>
78 </entry>
79 <entry>
80 <string>kOne</string>
81 <edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.RandomVariable>
82 * <max>2000.0</max>
83 * <min>2000.0</min>
84 </edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.RandomVariable>
85 </entry>
86 <entry>
87 <string>constraint</string>
88 <edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.ClonableVariable>
89 <value class="map">
90 <entry>
91 <biped.data.BipedLimb>TORSO</biped.data.BipedLimb>
92 * <double>1000.0</double>
93 </entry>
94 <entry>
95 <biped.data.BipedLimb>PLANTED_LEG</biped.data.BipedLimb>
96 * <double>10000.0</double>
97 </entry>
98 <entry>
99 <biped.data.BipedLimb>SWING_LEG</biped.data.BipedLimb>
100 * <double>10000.0</double>
101 </entry>
102 </value>
103 </edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.ClonableVariable>
104 </entry>
105 </variableMap>
106 <filePathToLoadFrom>null</filePathToLoadFrom>
107 </edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.app.ObjectGenerator>
108 </paramGen>
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109 <sharedParams>
110 <string>bipedParameters</string>
111 </sharedParams>
112 <flowMap class="biped.hybridsystem.plant.Fpl"/>
113 <jumpMap class="biped.hybridsystem.plant.Gpl"/>
114 <flowSet class="biped.hybridsystem.plant.Cpl"/>
115 <jumpSet class="biped.hybridsystem.plant.DplPerturbed"/>
116 <input class="biped.data.BipedInput"/>
117 </edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.app.SystemGenerator>
BipedSimulator/configuration/plantSystem.xml
6.2.3 configuration/virtualSystem.xml
The following xml file defines the virtual system and its initial state values. Setting the initial
value of the trajectory timer will change the duration of the first step.
1 <edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.app.SystemGenerator>
2 <stateGen>
3 <baseStructureClass>biped.data.VirtualBipedState</baseStructureClass>
4 <variableMap>
5 <entry>
6 <string>system</string>
7 <edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.ClonableVariable>
8 <value class="biped.data.BipedSystem">VIRTUAL</value>
9 </edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.ClonableVariable>
10 </entry>
11 <entry>
12 <string>plantedLegAngle</string>
13 <edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.RandomVariable>
14 * <max>-0.4</max>
15 * <min>-0.4</min>
16 </edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.RandomVariable>
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17 </entry>
18 <entry>
19 <string>swingLegVelocity</string>
20 <edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.RandomVariable>
21 * <max>0.0</max>
22 * <min>0.0</min>
23 </edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.RandomVariable>
24 </entry>
25 <entry>
26 <string>torsoAngle</string>
27 <edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.RandomVariable>
28 * <max>0.4</max>
29 * <min>0.4</min>
30 </edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.RandomVariable>
31 </entry>
32 <entry>
33 <string>plantedLegVelocity</string>
34 <edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.RandomVariable>
35 * <max>0.0</max>
36 * <min>0.0</min>
37 </edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.RandomVariable>
38 </entry>
39 <entry>
40 <string>torsoVelocity</string>
41 <edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.RandomVariable>
42 * <max>0.0</max>
43 * <min>0.0</min>
44 </edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.RandomVariable>
45 </entry>
46 <entry>
47 <string>trajTimer</string>
48 <edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.RandomVariable>
49 * <max>0.0</max>
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50 * <min>0.0</min>
51 </edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.RandomVariable>
52 </entry>
53 <entry>
54 <string>swingLegAngle</string>
55 <edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.RandomVariable>
56 * <max>0.4</max>
57 * <min>0.4</min>
58 </edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.RandomVariable>
59 </entry>
60 </variableMap>
61 <filePathToLoadFrom>null</filePathToLoadFrom>
62 <objectName>Virtual</objectName>
63 </stateGen>
64 <paramGen>
65 <edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.app.ObjectGenerator>
66 <baseStructureClass>biped.data.TrajectoryParameters</baseStructureClass>
67 <variableMap>
68 <entry>
69 <string>initialState</string>
70 <edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.ClonableVariable/>
71 </entry>
72 <entry>
73 <string>B0</string>
74 <edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.ClonableVariable/>
75 </entry>
76 <entry>
77 <string>finalState</string>
78 <edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.ClonableVariable/>
79 </entry>
80 <entry>
81 <string>B1</string>
82 <edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.ClonableVariable/>
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83 </entry>
84 </variableMap>
85 <filePathToLoadFrom>null</filePathToLoadFrom>
86 </edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.app.ObjectGenerator>
87 <edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.app.ObjectGenerator>
88 <baseStructureClass>biped.control.VirtualJumpController</baseStructureClass>
89 <variableMap/>
90 <filePathToLoadFrom>null</filePathToLoadFrom>
91 </edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.app.ObjectGenerator>
92 <edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.app.ObjectGenerator>
93 <baseStructureClass>biped.control.VirtualFlowController</baseStructureClass>
94 <variableMap/>
95 <filePathToLoadFrom>null</filePathToLoadFrom>
96 </edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.app.ObjectGenerator>
97 </paramGen>
98 <sharedParams>
99 <string>bipedParameters</string>
100 </sharedParams>
101 <flowMap class="biped.hybridsystem.reference.Fpr"/>
102 <jumpMap class="biped.hybridsystem.virtual.Gpr"/>
103 <flowSet class="biped.hybridsystem.reference.Cpr"/>
104 <jumpSet class="biped.hybridsystem.virtual.DprPerturbed"/>
105 <input class="biped.data.BipedInput"/>
106 </edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.app.SystemGenerator>
BipedSimulator/configuration/virtualSystem.xml
6.2.4 configuration/referenceSystem.xml
The following xml file defines the reference and its initial state values
1 <edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.app.SystemGenerator>
2 <stateGen>
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3 <baseStructureClass>biped.data.VirtualBipedState</baseStructureClass>
4 <variableMap>
5 <entry>
6 <string>system</string>
7 <edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.ClonableVariable>
8 <value class="biped.data.BipedSystem">REFERENCE</value>
9 </edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.ClonableVariable>
10 </entry>
11 <entry>
12 <string>plantedLegAngle</string>
13 <edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.RandomVariable>
14 * <max>-0.5</max>
15 * <min>-0.5</min>
16 </edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.RandomVariable>
17 </entry>
18 <entry>
19 <string>swingLegVelocity</string>
20 <edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.RandomVariable>
21 * <max>0.0</max>
22 * <min>0.0</min>
23 </edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.RandomVariable>
24 </entry>
25 <entry>
26 <string>torsoAngle</string>
27 <edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.RandomVariable>
28 * <max>0.0</max>
29 * <min>0.0</min>
30 </edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.RandomVariable>
31 </entry>
32 <entry>
33 <string>plantedLegVelocity</string>
34 <edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.RandomVariable>
35 * <max>0.0</max>
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36 * <min>0.0</min>
37 </edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.RandomVariable>
38 </entry>
39 <entry>
40 <string>torsoVelocity</string>
41 <edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.RandomVariable>
42 * <max>0.0</max>
43 * <min>0.0</min>
44 </edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.RandomVariable>
45 </entry>
46 <entry>
47 <string>trajTimer</string>
48 <edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.RandomVariable>
49 * <max>0.0</max>
50 * <min>0.0</min>
51 </edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.RandomVariable>
52 </entry>
53 <entry>
54 <string>swingLegAngle</string>
55 <edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.RandomVariable>
56 * <max>0.5</max>
57 * <min>0.5</min>
58 </edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.RandomVariable>
59 </entry>
60 </variableMap>
61 <filePathToLoadFrom>null</filePathToLoadFrom>
62 <objectName>Reference</objectName>
63 </stateGen>
64 <paramGen>
65 <edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.app.ObjectGenerator>
66 <baseStructureClass>biped.data.TrajectoryParameters</baseStructureClass>
67 <variableMap>
68 <entry>
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69 <string>initialState</string>
70 <edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.ClonableVariable/>
71 </entry>
72 <entry>
73 <string>B0</string>
74 <edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.ClonableVariable/>
75 </entry>
76 <entry>
77 <string>finalState</string>
78 <edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.ClonableVariable/>
79 </entry>
80 <entry>
81 <string>B1</string>
82 <edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.ClonableVariable/>
83 </entry>
84 </variableMap>
85 <filePathToLoadFrom>null</filePathToLoadFrom>
86 </edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.app.ObjectGenerator>
87 <edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.app.ObjectGenerator>
88 <baseStructureClass>biped.control.ReferenceJumpController</baseStructureClass>
89 <variableMap/>
90 <filePathToLoadFrom>null</filePathToLoadFrom>
91 </edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.app.ObjectGenerator>
92 <edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.app.ObjectGenerator>
93 <baseStructureClass>biped.control.VirtualFlowController</baseStructureClass>
94 <variableMap/>
95 <filePathToLoadFrom>null</filePathToLoadFrom>
96 </edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.app.ObjectGenerator>
97 </paramGen>
98 <sharedParams>
99 <string>bipedParameters</string>
100 </sharedParams>
101 <flowMap class="biped.hybridsystem.reference.Fpr"/>
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102 <jumpMap class="biped.hybridsystem.reference.Gpr"/>
103 <flowSet class="biped.hybridsystem.reference.Cpr"/>
104 <jumpSet class="biped.hybridsystem.reference.Dpr"/>
105 <input class="biped.data.BipedInput"/>
106 </edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.app.SystemGenerator>
BipedSimulator/configuration/referenceSystem.xml
6.2.5 configuration/perturbationSystem.xml
The following xml file defines the perturbation system, initial state, and bounding parame-
ters=
1 <edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.app.SystemGenerator>
2 <stateGen>
3 <baseStructureClass>biped.hybridsystem.perturbed.PerturbedState</baseStructureClass>
4 <variableMap>
5 <entry>
6 <string>perturbationAngle</string>
7 <edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.RandomVariable>
8 * <max>0.0</max>
9 * <min>0.0</min>
10 </edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.RandomVariable>
11 </entry>
12 </variableMap>
13 <filePathToLoadFrom>null</filePathToLoadFrom>
14 </stateGen>
15 <paramGen>
16 <edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.app.ObjectGenerator>
17 <baseStructureClass>biped.hybridsystem.perturbed.PerturbationParameters</
baseStructureClass>
18 <variableMap>
19 <entry>
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20 <string>perturbationPercent</string>
21 <edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.RandomVariable>
22 * <max>0.0</max>
23 * <min>0.0</min>
24 </edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.RandomVariable>
25 </entry>
26 <entry>
27 <string>randomize</string>
28 <edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.ClonableVariable>
29 * <value class="boolean">true</value>
30 </edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.variable.ClonableVariable>
31 </entry>
32 </variableMap>
33 <objectName>Perturbation</objectName>
34 <filePathToLoadFrom>null</filePathToLoadFrom>
35 </edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.app.ObjectGenerator>
36 </paramGen>
37 <sharedParams>
38 <string>bipedParameters</string>
39 </sharedParams>
40 <flowMap class="biped.hybridsystem.perturbed.Fp"/>
41 <jumpMap class="biped.hybridsystem.perturbed.Gp"/>
42 <flowSet class="biped.hybridsystem.perturbed.Cp"/>
43 <jumpSet class="biped.hybridsystem.perturbed.Dp"/>
44 <input class="biped.data.BipedInput"/>
45 </edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.app.SystemGenerator>
BipedSimulator/configuration/perturbationSystem.xml
6.2.6 settings/environmentSettings.xml
The following code defines how the toolbox environment will behave, with descriptions of
each field below
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1 <edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.environment.EnvironmentSettings>
2 * <dataPointInterval>0.05</dataPointInterval>
3 * <domainPriority>JUMP</domainPriority>
4 * <eventHandlerConvergenceThreshold>1.0E-5</eventHandlerConvergenceThreshold>
5 * <eventHandlerMaximumCheckInterval>0.0001</eventHandlerMaximumCheckInterval>
6 <integrator class="edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.integrator.VariableIntegratorFactory">
7 * <integratorType>DORMAND_PRINCE_853</integratorType>
8 * <odeMaximumStepSize>0.001</odeMaximumStepSize>
9 * <odeMinimumStepSize>1.0E-9</odeMinimumStepSize>
10 * <odeFixedStepSize>0.001</odeFixedStepSize>
11 * <odeRelativeTolerance>1.0E-6</odeRelativeTolerance>
12 * <odeSolverAbsoluteTolerance>1.0E-6</odeSolverAbsoluteTolerance>
13 </integrator>
14 * <maxEventHandlerIterations>100</maxEventHandlerIterations>
15 * <maximumJumps>40</maximumJumps>
16 * <maximumTime>10.0</maximumTime>
17 * <storeNonPrimativeData>false</storeNonPrimativeData>
18 * <zeroThreshold>0.001</zeroThreshold>
19 </edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.environment.EnvironmentSettings>
BipedSimulator/settings/environmentSettings.xml
dataPointInterval: Time between data point storage.
DomainPriority domainPriority: Specifies how domain will be determined when a system is
in both flow and jump set.
eventHandlerConvergenceThreshold: The convergence threshold is the threshold in which a
value is considered to be approximately the same as another value.
eventHandlerMaximumCheckInterval: The maximum number of times the integrator will at-
tempt to close in on a jump. Since events are only problem-dependent and are triggered by the
independent time variable and the state vector, they can occur at virtually any time, unknown
in advance. The integrators will take care to avoid sign changes inside the steps, they will re-
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duce the step size when such an event is detected in order to put this event exactly at the end
of the current step. This guarantees that step interpolation (which always has a one step scope)
is relevant even in presence of discontinuities. This is independent from the stepsize control
provided by integrators that monitor the local error (this event handling feature is available for
all integrators, including fixed step ones).
maxEventHandlerIterations: Maximum number of iterations for the event handler.
maximumJumps: Maximum time allowed before execution terminates.
maximumTime: Maximum number of jumps allowed before execution terminates.
storeNonPrimativeData: Flag indicating if non primitive data is to be stored.
integratorType: Type of integrator to be created:
• DORMAND PRINCE 853
• EULER
odeFixedStepSize: Ode step size if using a fixed step integrator
odeMaximumStepSize: Maximum step size for variable step integrator.
odeMinimumStepSize: Minimum ode step size of a variable step integrator.
odeSolverAbsoluteTolerance: Absolute tolerance of the ode solver: AbsTol(i) is a threshold
below which the value of the ith solution component is unimportant. The absolute error toler-
ances determine the accuracy when the solution approaches zero.
odeSolverAbsoluteTolerance: Relative tolerance of the ode solver: This tolerance is a measure
of the error relative to the size of each solution component. Roughly, it controls the number
of correct digits in all solution components, except those smaller than thresholds AbsTol(i).The
default, 1e-3, corresponds to 0.1
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6.2.7 settings/consoleSettings.xml
The following code defines how the toolbox console will behave, with descriptions of each
field below. The default console settings should be sufficient unless you are writing additional
code.
1 <edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.logging.ConsoleSettings>
2 * <printDebug>false</printDebug>
3 * <printError>true</printError>
4 * <printInfo>true</printInfo>
5 * <printIntegratorExceptions>false</printIntegratorExceptions>
6 * <printLogToFile>true</printLogToFile>
7 * <printProgressIncrement>10</printProgressIncrement>
8 * <printStatusInterval>5.0</printStatusInterval>
9 * <printWarning>true</printWarning>
10 * <terminateAtInput>true</terminateAtInput>
11 </edu.ucsc.cross.jheq.core.logging.ConsoleSettings>
BipedSimulator/settings/consoleSettings.xml
printDebug: flag indicating if debug messages should be printed.
printError:flag indicating if error messages should be printed.
printInfo: flag indicating if information messages should be printed.
printIntegratorExceptions: flag indicating if integrator exception messages should be printed,
which are generated when an integrator error occurs.
printLogToFile: flag indicating if messages should be printed to a log file.
printProgressIncrement: number of progress updates to be printed during a simulation ie a
value of 10 prints a message when the time elapsed has reached 10%,20%,30%,...
printStatusInterval: duration between periodic status messages that indicate the current status
of the environment - a value of 5 prints a status update every 5 seconds. This feature is useful
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to monitor progress during long simulations .
printWarning: flag indicating if warning messages should be printed or not.
terminateAtInput: Flag to terminate environment execution when user input is received from
console. ;
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
This paper presents a hybrid predictive control algorithm to drive a biped to tracking in fi-
nite time. The main results are validated in simulations. The results indicate that the control
algorithm is capable of tracking even under perturbations. The modeling and proposed hybrid
control strategy with prediction can be applied to other complex systems. Our potential next
steps are to include additional joints, implement obstacle avoidance, accommodate gait varia-
tion, and extend the control strategy to the under-actuated case.
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Appendix A
Appendix
A.0.1 Invertability of D f
We show that D f from (2.7) is invertible using the invertible matrix theorem. By the invertible
matrix theorem, if the determinant of D f is never equal to zero, then D f is invertible. The
determinant of D f is given by
det(D f (θ)) =
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must hold. This is true because
sup
θ∈R3
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Thus D f is invertible. 1
1Code to verify this proof can be found at https://github.com/HybridSystemsLab/
HybridThreeLinkBiped using /Code/InvertibilityOfDProof/InvertibilityDProof.m.
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